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Policy background 

• EU Security and Risk Management policy: 

mapping, assessment and management of risk for 

natural hazards at EU level 

 

• UN Sustainable Development Goals: inclusive, 

safe, resilient and sustainable cities 

 

• UN Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk 

Reduction: understanding disaster risk 

 

• EU Energy policy: assess the costs and benefits of 

energy retrofit measures (concurrent with seismic 

retrofit) 
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The urban dimension 

• 67 % of Europe’s GDP is generated in 

metropolitan areas 

 

• High vulnerability to natural and man-made 

disasters 

 

• Potential for energy savings in the housing and 

transport sector 
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Objective and methodology 

This study will improve the knowledge base as 

regards the assessment of the European building 

stock and provide background for decisions on the 

promotion of prevention actions. 

 

1. Review input for risk assessment 

2. Pilot applications 

3. Full inventory and application 

4. Cost-benefit assessment of scenarios for 

combined seismic and energy retrofit 
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Risk assessment 

Hazard 

Datasets with 

• period of 

construction 

• material 

• number of 

storeys 

• current value 

Seismic map of 

Europe 

www.share-eu.org 

 

Exposure Vulnerability 

Fragility curves 

representative of 

building stock 

• taxonomy 

• structural 

response  
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Regional risk assessment studies 

• detailed taxonomy 

• high geographic discretisation 

• datasets not well documented and compatible 

Building inventories 

Percentage of buildings expected to exceed moderate damage 

for an Intensity VIII scenario (Spence et al 2012) 

G. Tsionis (2015) European building inventory framework. EUR 27603 EN 
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Regional risk assessment studies 

• detailed taxonomy 

• high geographic discretisation 

• datasets not well documented and compatible 

Building inventories 

Building fractions in Catania from national census (ISTAT) and 

local inventory (LSU), data from Frassine and Giovinazzi (2004) 

G. Tsionis (2015) European building inventory framework. EUR 27603 EN 
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Regional risk assessment studies 

• detailed taxonomy 

• high geographic discretisation 

• datasets not well documented and compatible 

National housing census 

• not fully harmonised 

• possibility for geo-referencing 

Building inventories 

Construction material Number of floors Reference unit 

G. Tsionis (2015) European building inventory framework. EUR 27603 EN 
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G. Tsionis (2015) European building inventory framework. EUR 27603 EN 

 

Regional risk assessment studies 

• detailed taxonomy 

• high geographic discretisation 

• datasets not well documented and compatible 

National housing census 

• not fully harmonised 

• possibility for geo-referencing 

Research projects on energy performance 

• large areas with similar climatic conditions 

• datasets not well documented and compatible 

• taxonomies not compatible with seismic risk 

 

Building inventories 
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Pilot application 

Objective: examine the accuracy and feasibility of 

seismic risk assessment of European urban areas, 

using exposure data from: 

 

• national census: number of buildings (in 

municipalities) by structural type, period of 

construction and number of storeys 

 

• Eurostat census hub: number of dwellings (in 

province) by period of construction – structural 

type and number of floors based on expert 

opinion; uniformly distributed at municipalities 

 

 

 

 

M.L. Sousa, G. Tsionis, S. Dimova (2017) Effect of the detail of exposure data in large-

scale seismic risk assessment. 16th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering 
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Norm. Losses [%]Norm. Losses [%]

Results of pilot application 
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Loss [€×109] 14 11 36 4 8 73 

Exposure [€× 109] 143 83 147 23 27 423 

Norm. loss [%] 10% 13% 24% 16% 31% 17% 
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Loss [€×109] 13 10 32 4 8 67 

Exposure [€× 109] 134 77 139 22 25 396 

Norm. loss [%] 10% 13% 23% 18% 34% 17% 

 

Eurostat census hub National census data 

Difference = 8 % on total loss estimates 

 
M.L. Sousa, G. Tsionis, S. Dimova (2017) Effect of the detail of exposure data in large-

scale seismic risk assessment. 16th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering 
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Concurrent seismic and energy 

upgrading of existing buildings 

 

A. Belleri, A. Marini (2016) Does seismic risk affect the environmental impact of existing buildings? Energy and Buildings 
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Conclusions 

• Inconsistencies between different building 

inventories – reflected in loss estimates at city 

level 

 

• Sufficient number and quality of fragility curves 

 

• Small influence of the detail of exposure data on 

large-scale risk assessment 
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Future work 

• Confirm observations from pilot application (other 

area, probabilistic assessment, expert opinion, …) 

 

• Organise building inventory and fragility curves for 

Europe-wide assessment 

 

• Investigate techniques, feasibility and cost-

effectiveness of simultaneous seismic and energy 

retrofitting 

 

• Define framework for assessment of safety, 

energy efficiency and resilience of the built 

environment 
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Thank you for your attention 


